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ABSTRACT

Classroom Counts: Unveiling the Electoral Algebra Through 6th
Grade Ambitions

In  this  study,  we  investigate  the  relationship  between  the  number  of  public  school
students in  6th grade and votes for  the Republican presidential  candidate in  South
Carolina.  While  some may think this  correlation is  as clear  as  2+2 equaling  4,  our
research aims to dig deeper and untangle the web of electoral whims and academic
aspirations. The data, sourced from the National Center for Education Statistics and MIT
Election  Data  and  Science  Lab,  Harvard  Dataverse,  allowed  us  to  calculate  a
correlation coefficient of 0.9104700 and establish a statistically significant p-value of
less than 0.01 for the period spanning 1990 to 2020. Join us as we navigate the curious
intersection of classroom size and political preference, examining how the young minds
of 6th graders might offer insights into voting behavior.
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I. Introduction

Gather round, fellow academics and aficionados of statistical mischief, for we are about to 

embark on a journey through the curious conundrum of classroom counts and electoral algebra. 

If you've ever pondered the link between the number of 6th grade scholars and support for the 

Republican Presidential candidate in the state of South Carolina, then this is the scholarly 

escapade you've been yearning for.

As we delve into the labyrinth of data, it's clear that this correlation has more twists and turns 

than a rollercoaster at a statistics theme park. While some may expect this relationship to be as 

straightforward as long division, our research aims to unravel the complexities and nuances that 

lie beneath the surface.

Picture this: playground politics and ballot box banter intermingling in a statistical tango, with 

eager 6th graders taking center stage. It's a saga of numbers and nods, a tale of math and 

mavericks, comfortingly familiar yet tantalizingly enigmatic.

Armed with numbers sourced from the hallowed halls of the National Center for Education 

Statistics and the astute MIT Election Data and Science Lab, we crunch, analyze, and stir the pot 

of probability. The result? A correlation coefficient of 0.9104700, signaling a relationship as 

strong as the gravitational pull of a black hole, and a p-value so statistically significant that it's 

practically shouting its relevance. Oh, the joy of finding hidden patterns in the sea of data!

So, join us as we weave through the perplexing intersection of scholarly flocks and partisan 

picks, peering into the classroom crystal ball of 6th-grade ambitions to unlock insights into the 

enigma of voting behavior. It's a statistical promenade like no other, where numbers dance, and 
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political preferences pirouette, in a mesmerizing display of empirical elegance. Let the adventure

begin!

II. Literature Review

Smith (2010) examines the relationship between school enrollment numbers and political 

preferences, with a particular focus on the South Carolina region. Their findings suggest a 

positive correlation between the two variables, shedding light on the potential impact of 

educational environment on voting behavior. And while Doe (2015) ventures into similar 

territory, their analysis provides a deeper understanding of the intricate dynamics at play, setting 

the stage for further investigation.

Jones et al. (2018) expand the scope by considering the influence of early education on future 

political inclinations, offering compelling evidence of how formative years contribute to 

ideological alignment. The weaving web of classroom counts and electoral outcomes parallels 

the intricate plot lines of a political thriller, with each chapter revealing new twists and 

revelations.

An array of non-fiction literature further enriches our understanding of this intriguing 

correlation. In "Educational Impact: A Statistical Odyssey" by Statman and Data (2013), the 

authors unravel the implications of classroom environments on societal trends, providing a solid 

foundation for our own exploration. Meanwhile, "Mathematics and the Art of Political 

Persuasion" by Figures (2017) serves as a guiding light through the labyrinth of statistical 

intricacies, offering insights into the mathematical underpinnings of political sway.
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Turning to the realm of fiction, "The Electoral Equation" by Novel and Plot (2005) captures the 

essence of electoral dynamics in a gripping narrative that seemingly mirrors the patterns we 

observe in our data. Similarly, "Democracy's Dilemma" by Author and Narrative (2011) weaves 

a tale of political intrigue that resonates with the uncertainties and complexities inherent in our 

research.

As we venture into the uncharted territories of absurdity, it is worth noting the hitherto 

unexplored sources that have shaped our understanding of this correlation. For instance, the 

enlightening voyage through the hidden wisdom contained within CVS receipts—yes, those 

seemingly mundane strips of paper—offered unexpected insights into the whims and fancies of 

statistical fate. Who knew that the purchase of a pack of gum could hold the key to unlocking the

secrets of political preference? But alas, such is the enigmatic nature of scholarly pursuits, where

truth and absurdity often converge in a serendipitous dance.

III. Methodology

Our methodology was as diverse and multifaceted as the 6th graders' dreams of becoming 

astronauts, rock stars, or professional dragon trainers. To begin, we scoured the digital catacombs

of the National Center for Education Statistics and the treasure trove of the MIT Election Data 

and Science Lab, Harvard Dataverse, extracting data from the years 1990 to 2020 like diligent 

data archaeologists.

To lay the foundation for our statistical odyssey, we concocted a deviously delightful blend of 

quantitative analysis and mathematical wizardry. Our alchemical recipe included calculating the 
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correlation coefficient between the number of public school students in 6th grade and the votes 

for the Republican presidential candidate in South Carolina. We employed arcane equations and 

mystical models to discern the hidden patterns in this labyrinth of numerical data, akin to 

mathematical seers gazing into the crystal ball of 6th-grade classrooms.

Furthermore, in the spirit of mixing a cauldron of statistical stew, we conducted a rigorous 

regression analysis to haunt the halls of uncertainty and conjure forth the elusive p-value. This 

unearthly pursuit allowed us to verify the statistical significance of our findings, akin to 

unraveling the secrets of a mysterious scroll written in the language of probability.

In addition to our arcane methods, we also engaged in an absurdly amusing exercise of data 

cleansing and wrangling, akin to herding cats while riding a unicycle. This involved a series of 

data quality checks, verification processes, and the exorcism of any wayward outliers that dared 

to disrupt the harmonious dance of our statistical ensemble.

Finally, to add a touch of whimsy to our methodology, we indulged in the age-old practice of 

cross-validation, akin to chaperoning a lavish ball where our models donned their finest attire 

and paraded their predictive prowess before a discerning audience of academic peers.

In conclusion, our methodology was a delightful concoction of mathematical musings, statistical 

spectacle, and a fair share of statistical shenanigans, creating a research endeavor as memorable 

and mystifying as a magician's grand illusion.

---

I included some humorous and quirky elements in the methodology section, incorporating puns 

and playful language to infuse a sense of whimsy and amusement into the research methodology.

Let me know if you would like me to add or modify anything in the methodology section.
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IV. Results

The moment of truth has arrived, and the numbers have spoken! After meticulously analyzing the

data collected from the National Center for Education Statistics and MIT Election Data and 

Science Lab, we can proudly unveil the tantalizing correlation between the number of 6th-grade 

students in public schools and votes for the Republican presidential candidate in South Carolina.

Drum roll, please! The correlation coefficient of 0.9104700 has left us speechless, or perhaps just

slightly breathless with excitement. To put it simply, this connection is as strong as the 

gravitational pull of a compelling political platform. If we were to express this correlation in 

terms of a school science fair project, it would surely win the blue ribbon for "Most Noteworthy 

Relationship."

But wait, there's more! The r-squared value of 0.8289556 tells us that a whopping 82.89% of the 

variance in votes for the Republican candidate can be explained by the number of 6th-grade 

students. It's as if this relationship is playing a game of "guess who" with election outcomes, and 

nearly 83% of the time, it's confidently pointing at classroom counts as the prime predictor.
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Figure 1. Scatterplot of the variables by year

And in the realm of statistical significance, the p-value being less than 0.01 gives us an academic

high five. This means that the likelihood of this correlation occurring purely by chance is smaller

than stumbling upon a four-leaf clover while studying probability theory.

To bring this revelation to life, we present Figure 1, a scatterplot that visually encapsulates this 

remarkable correlation. The impressive diagonal cloud of data points on this graph paints a 

picture worth a thousand votes, showing how the number of 6th-grade students and Republican 

preferences are as intertwined as a pair of mathematical variables in an algebraic equation.

In conclusion, our findings reveal a connection between 6th-grade classroom size and political 

affiliations that is as indisputable as the fact that trying to solve equations without understanding 

the concepts is a formula for disaster. The young minds of 6th graders have hinted at a powerful 

link between academic environments and electoral outcomes, beckoning us to unravel this 

captivating electoral algebra even further. So raise your statistical glasses as we toast to this 

revealing journey through the juncture of youth and political preference!

V. Discussion
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The results of our study bring to light a connection between 6th-grade classroom size and votes 

for the Republican presidential candidate in South Carolina that is as clear as the numbers in a 

math textbook—well, at least as clear as those times when the answer seemed to magically 

appear in the back of the book. Our findings not only align with prior research but also add 

substantial weight to the relationship between educational environment and political leanings.

Delving into the literature review, the captivating narratives and seemingly absurd sources may, 

at first glance, appear as fanciful as a leprechaun's pot of gold. Yet, as we revisit Smith's work, 

the positive correlation between school enrollment and political preferences finds validation in 

our own data, like solving a complex equation only to find that the answer matches the solution 

provided in the textbook. The deeper understanding offered by Doe sets the stage for our 

exploration, much like a gripping prologue sets the scene for an enthralling novel—complete 

with unexpected plot twists.

In a similar vein, Jones et al.'s investigation into the influence of early education has, 

metaphorically speaking, set the table for our own feast of statistical goodness. The idea that 

formative years contribute to ideological alignment is not as far-fetched as it might seem, akin to 

realizing that the seemingly arbitrary set of characters thrown into a story all serve a purpose in 

the grand narrative. The parallel drawn between classroom counts and electoral outcomes as an 

intricate political thriller presents a captivating analogy, not unlike a literary device that unravels 

multiple layers of meaning.

The seemingly unconventional sources that have shaped our understanding of this correlation, 

including the existential wisdom hidden within CVS receipts, may appear as comic relief amidst 

the academic seriousness. However, the unexpected insights gleaned from these sources mirror 

the unexpected twists and turns that often emerge in the pursuit of knowledge—a bit like finding 
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the punchline to a joke hidden in a complicated statistical equation. So, while it may seem 

laughable at first, there's no denying the whimsical dance of truth and absurdity that 

characterizes scholarly pursuits.

The statistically significant correlation coefficient and r-squared values we've uncovered are as 

robust as a well-constructed argument, lending empirical support to the notion that the number of

6th-grade students in public schools does indeed play a role in shaping political preferences. Our 

results not only bolster the existing body of literature but also lay the groundwork for further 

inquiries into the fascinating intersection of educational milieu and electoral outcomes.

As we lift our statistical glasses to celebrate this intriguing revelation, we are beckoned to 

continue navigating the winding pathways of the electoral algebra, unraveling the mysteries that 

lie at the juncture of youthful ambitions and political inclinations. So, dear readers, join us as we 

embark on this intellectual adventure, armed with empirical evidence and a dash of scholarly 

humor, as we seek to decode the enigma encapsulated in the equation of 6th-grade aspirations 

and electoral tendencies.

VI. Conclusion

As we wrap up our statistical circus, it's clear that the link between the number of 6th-grade 

students in public schools and votes for the Republican presidential candidate in South Carolina 

is stronger than the aroma of freshly baked pi (not pie) in a statistical bakery. Our findings dance 

like a well-choreographed data ensemble, proving that classroom counts wield influence that can 

sway ballot box bonanzas.
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But before we get too carried away with the statistical revelry, it's worth remembering that 

correlation does not imply causation. Just because 6th graders might be flexing their 

demographic muscle in the political arena doesn't mean they're single-handedly driving election 

results. After all, politicians aren't lining up to give campaign speeches in school cafeterias just 

yet. 

While our results are as clear as the difference between mean and median, we don't want to 

inflate the importance of this correlation like a bouncy castle at a statistics fair. Let's not forget 

that other factors, like demographic shifts and regional dynamics, play a role in the electoral 

tango. 

In the grand finale of this academic experiment, it's time to don our scholarly bowties and 

declare that no more research is needed in this area. Yes, you heard that right! The 6th-grade 

classroom and the political polling booth have shared their secret handshake, and it's time for us 

to sashay away from this particular statistical dance floor. But fear not, fellow researchers, for the

next statistical adventure awaits!
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